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Covering fullerenes by circulene bowl-shaped units can be performed by using operations on maps, geo-
metrical–topological transformations of a polyhedral tessellation.

Quantum chemical calculations and the HOMA geometric index of aromaticity are used to evaluate the
stability of the novel designed fullerenes. Electronic structure and IR spectra are obtained by DFT calcu-
lations. The HOMO orbitals localized on circulenic faces in conjunction with more delocalized LUMO orbi-
tals suggest possible Jahn–Teller distortions of the structures. Similarly tessellated classical or non-
classical fullerenes show similar IR spectral properties.

The variation in aromaticity of one and the same circulene/flower, function of the molecular context, is
explained by considering the strain of cages as an important destabilizing factor.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since the discovery [1] of C60 ‘‘Buckminsterfullerene” and its
synthesis in macroscopic quantities [2] by electric arc discharge,
a multitude of studies were devoted to the understanding of the
mechanism of synthesis and relation between the polyhedral
structure and fullerene stability [3–7]. The synthesis by ‘‘wet
chemistry” of fullerenes with controlled tessellation was another
goal (not yet reached!) of researchers in this area. Recall in this re-
spect the synthesis of C20H20-hydrocarbon [8]. It is hoped that the
‘‘artificial” synthesis of fullerenes with desired tessellation may be
achieved via circulene units, or flowers Fw, [ncore:(mpetal)n]. Several
circulene (i.e., flower) units reported to date [9–11], e.g., coronene
[6:66] and sumanene [6:(5,6)] were referred as being fullerene
substructures.

The idea that aromaticity and stability of fullerenes may be in-
creased when they are tessellated by disjoint flowers originates in
the classical texts of Clar [12,13], who postulated disjoint benzenoid
rings (those rings having six p-electrons localized in double–single
alternating bonds and separated from adjacent rings by formal sin-
gle bonds), as a criterion for the full aromatic conjugation. Molec-
ular structures, showing such fully resonant sextets are expected,
according to valence bond theory [14–16], to be extremely stable.

A set of disjoint faces, built up over all atoms of the molecule, is
called a perfect Clar (PC) structure. In fullerenes, a PC structure in-
cludes, however, all the pentagonal faces, which are usually as-
signed as empty p-electron faces, and also, some hexagonal
ll rights reserved.
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faces. A Kekulé valence structure is a set of pairwise disjoint bonds,
defined over all atoms of the molecule. It has been demonstrated
that fullerenes show a PC structure if and only if they have a Fries
structure, i.e., a Kekulé structure having the maximum possible (v/
3) number of benzenoid faces [17,18]. The PC structure consists of
full p-electron, disjoint hexagons, as previously suggested by Clar,
only in polyhex structures (e.g., polyhex tori), where the assign-
ment empty/full can be interchanged at two adjacent hexagons.
Thus, the PC structure and its associate Fries structure will ensure
the total resonance or conjugation of the molecule.

Using the HF/GAP ratio (i.e., the ratio of the heat of formation to
the HOMO–LUMO gap), as a rough measure of fullerene stability,
we found, in several sets of isomeric fullerenes [19] that the fuller-
enes tessellated by disjoint flowers are the most stable, as shown
below.

The two most stable isomers of the series C40 show D2 and D5d,
symmetry. The isomer 39-D5d is described in the Atlas of Fullerenes
[20] as a ‘‘lens” of two corannulenic flowers [5:65], whose largest
HOMO–LUMO gap (6.259 eV) is supposed to originate in its dis-
joint flower DFw structure. In spite of the fact that the isomer
38-D2 shows a slightly lower HF/atom (a measure of thermody-
namic stability of a molecule) and lower strain energy, its gap is
significantly lower, implying a lower kinetic stability of this mole-
cule in comparison to the isomer 39-D5d, whose HF/GAP ratio is the
lowest recorded in this series.

In the C42 fullerene series, the lowest values of the strain and
HF/Gap ratios are shown by the isomer 45-D3. This structure is
tiled by two sumanenic [6:(5,6)] disjoint flowers, sumanene being
a recently synthesized molecule [5,6]. In the C48 fullerene series,
the isomer of D6d symmetry, tessellated by two coronenic [6:66]
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disjoint flowers, shows the largest gap (5.988 eV). Its strain energy,
calculated in terms of POAV1 approach [21,22], is however larger
in comparison to that of the energetically better ranked isomers.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the C84 series, where the
isomer 20-Td shows the largest gap (6.233 eV) and strain which
is the third highest in the series of IPR fullerenes of 84 atoms.
The HF/GAP ratio (8.211 eV) is the lowest in this series, even lower
than that shown by C60 (8.890 eV), but the isomer 20-Td is not
among the nine C84 isomers (#4, 5, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 23 and 24)
that have so far been isolated [23].

The isolated isomer #24, shows considerably reduced strain and
is only the thirteenth highest strain in the series. It also exhibits
the third lowest HF/GAP ratio and is the third lowest in energy.
The most stable isomer in this series, #23, is ranked the lowest
in energy, the third lowest in strain and has the fourth lowest
HF/GAP ratio. In terms of the HOMA index of aromaticity, #5 is
the most aromatic structure in the series and #23 is the second
most aromatic structure. The above data (related to the PM3 level
of theory) argue in favor of an important role for the HOMO–LUMO
gap in stabilizing the molecule, and against the net strain, which
acts in the opposite direction.

Tessellation of a sphere with various circulene flowers can be
performed in silico with the aid of operations on maps. In this re-
spect, there are the well-known Leapfrog/Tripling Le1,1, Chamfer-
ing/Quadrupling Q2,0 and Capra/Septupling Ca2,1 operations. A
number of recent papers described these procedures [24–27]. Of
these, Le is the only operation providing PC transforms, which
can be embedded in surfaces of any genera. Patterns larger than
benzene, e.g. naphthalene or azulene, have also been considered
with respect to the Clar theory. By extension [27,28], flowers, or
circulene supra-faces could play an important role in the stability
of fullerenes.

A joint flower JFw pattern may form either a Platonic, having a
single type of flower), e.g., [5:65], [6:66] or [7:67] (in case of
open structures), or an Archimedean, with two types of flowers,
e.g., [5:65]&[6:66], supra-covering. The vertex degree of the net is,
in the most cases, 3. The case of Platonic [5:65]JFw covering is
unique and can be achieved by operation: Ca2,1(D) = C140;
D = dodecahedron.
Fig. 1. C240: (a) a corannule DFw; (b) a coronene co-Fw.

Table 1
Data for some (closed p-shell) cages built upon 240 atoms: symmetry Sym; heat of forma
energy SE/atom (kcal/mol; POAV1); HOMA index of aromaticity. The bold letters in the na

Cage Sym. HF/atom (kcal/mol) GAP (eV)

1 240D-12 Oh 6.584 5.113
2 240O-40RO Oh 7.283 5.273
3 240O-40 Oh 4.783 4.783
4 240C/O-30 O 10.666 5.530
5 240C-30RO Oh 12.960 6.175
6 240C-30 O 15.918 4.656
A disjoint flower DFw structure is a disjoint set of flowers, cover-
ing all the vertices in the molecular graph. Some sequences of
operations (e.g., Le and Q; Q4,0,c and Trs) or the generalized Le2,2

operation can provide a DFw covering and such a transform is nec-
essarily associated with a PC structure, but the reciprocal need not
always be true. The cage C240 is a Platonic DFw covering (Fig. 1a).
Any covering flower has a co-Fw; in the top of figures, the p-elec-
tron population (i.e., numerical Kekulé count [29]) is often given
(Fig. 1b).

The supra-organized flower units are expected to contribute to
the stability of the whole molecule [27,28] and semi-empirical cal-
culations with the PM3 Hamiltonian provided a partial proof of this
expectation [28].

Coronene itself [6:66]Fw is not a totally resonant hydrocarbon
[29], because any Kekulé structure leaves some carbon atoms out-
side sextet rings. However, it was suggested by Clar et al. [30] that,
if the three sextets of coronene can migrate into the neighboring
rings, this fact will enhance the aromaticity of coronene, in com-
parison to other polycyclic hydrocarbons such as naphthalene
and anthracene [31].

Counter circulation of ‘‘rim and hub” currents is a characteristic
of the circulenes [n]Fw, as shown by the ipsocentric [32] continu-
ous transformation of origin of current density (CTOCD) calcula-
tions [33,34]. This is one reason for the need of a disjoint DFw
structure. Note that the ring-current calculations [35] do not sup-
port the Clar’s hypothesis about the super-aromaticity of coronene.

A comparison of several fullerene isomers of 240 atoms, de-
signed by various sequences of map operations, is presented in Ta-
ble 1. The plot HOMA vs. HF/GAP (Fig. 2) shows that the variance of
aromaticity is almost completely accounted for by the HF/GAP
ratio.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the meth-
ods used for the design of structures, the evaluation of energy and
aromaticity characterization and the fullerenes thus designed. The
data are discussed in Section 3 and finally the conclusions and ref-
erences are presented.
tion, HF/atom (PM3) (kcal/mol); HOMO–LUMO Gap (eV); HF/GAP (�100; eV); strain
me of cages refer to: D (dodecahedron), C (cube) and O (octahedron).

HF/GAP SE/atom HOMA Operation sequence

5.587 2.506 0.524 Le(2,2) = Le(Q(M))
5.993 2.107 0.386 RO(Trs(Q(S2(M))))
8.502 2.357 0.205 Trs(Q(S2(M)))
8.371 3.002 0.068 Le(P5(Me(M)))
9.107 4.285 0.044 RO(Trs(Q(S2(M))))

14.836 2.719 -0.602 Trs(Ca(3,,2c)(M))

Fig. 2. Plot of HF/Gap vs. HOMA index in the series of 240 cages in Table 1.
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2. Methods and results

2.1. Structure design

We designed the cages shown in Fig. 3 by using sequences of
operations on maps [27,36], as implemented in our software Cage-
Versatile [37]. We considered the small classical fullerenes (#1 to
#3), numbered as in the Atlas of Fullerenes [20], some non-classi-
cal fullerenes (#4 to #8), with faces other than pentagons and
hexagons, and the Buckminsterfullerene C60, C84 (Fig. 4a), and C96

(Fig. 4b).
The sequence Le(S2(T)) provides a disjoint sumanenic

[n:(5,6)n/2]DFw pattern, in a Platonic covering [27]. The co-Fw forms
an Archimedean covering of coronenic [n:6n]Fw and pentylenic
[p:(0,5))p/2]Fw patterns. The tripentylene [6:(0,5)3]Fw can be
viewed as an analog of the triphenylene [6:(0,6)3]Fw. Fig. 4a illus-
trates the above covering for the transform of tetrahedron (#9)
84T-21; (84:20-Td) [20], of tetrahedral symmetry and Platonic cov-
ering: 4�[6:(5,6)3]DFw; 4�[6:66]co-JFw; 4�[(6:(0,5)3]co-JFw;
HOMA=0.251 (classified as the highest aromatic among structures
generated by Le(S2(T)) sequence).

Another sequence, Trs(Caf(Q(M))) (where Q is the Quadrupling
operation, Caf represents the Capra operation performed in such
a way that the original faces of M remain untransformed while
Trs is the truncation of selected vertices), leads to a Platonic dis-
Fig. 3. Small cages with disjoin

Fig. 4. Platonic disjoint sumanenic [6:(5,6))3]DFw (a) and corazenic [6:(5,7)3]DFw coverin
given.
joint flower pattern [n:(7(5d))n]DFw. This is a chiral covering, by
virtue of Ca, and shows a co-flower co-Fw of sumanenic [n:(5,6)n/

2]Fw type [27].
Next, the Stone–Wales [38] SW rotation of the spokes of the n-

gonal hub of [n:(7(5d))n]Fw results in a Platonic covering by dis-
joint corazenic [n:(5,7)n/2]Fw patterns. The rotation also changes
the sumanenic co-Fw to the corazenic co-Fw, so that both Fw
and co-Fw are corazenic and both are disjoint. The representative
structure of this sequence of operations is (#10) 96T-24RO
(Fig. 4b), which has tetrahedral symmetry and Platonic covering:
4�[6:(5,7)3]DFw; 4�[6:(5,7)3]co-DFw; HOMA = 0.017, classified
as non-aromatic by this geometric criterion.

Alternatively, a Platonic anti-aromatic disjoint pattern by (12)
pentalenes (i.e., abutting pentagons) can be evidenced. The tessel-
lation by disjoint pentalenes represents a generalized [27] perfect
Clar structure, in the sense that the faces composing the 2-factor
represent the pentalenic contours.

If the Buckminsterfullerene C60 (60:1-Ih) (#11), of icosahedral
symmetry and sumanenic covering, is taken as a reference struc-
ture, then 4�[6:(5,6)3]JFw; 4 � R6 co-Fw; HOMA = 0.169, and it
may be classified as low aromatic. The large value of the HOMO–
LUMO gap ensures a lower value of the HF/GAP ratio, which can
be taken as a rough measure of stability of a molecular structure.
The relatively higher strain shown by C60 is, by symmetry, equally
distributed over all its atoms, which are all equivalent, so that it
t flower DFw tessellation.

gs. The numerical Kekulé count K for the p-electron local distribution in each case is



Table 2
PM3 data.

# Structure (main flower) Sym. HF/atom (kcal/mol) GAP (eV) HF/GAP (�100) SE/atom (kcal/mol)

1 C40: 2[5:65] D5d 20.628 6.258 14.302 13.066
2 C42: 2[6:(5,6)3] D3 19.676 5.908 14.449 12.329
3 C48: 2[6:66] D6d 21.972 5.988 15.923 12.612
4 C56: 2[4:(7(5c))4] D4 22.818 4.715 21.000 10.843
5 C56: 2[8:(5,6)4] D4 22.129 5.116 18.767 11.212
6 C64: 2[4:(7(5d))4] D4d 24.071 4.945 21.121 10.140
7 C42: 2[6:(5,6)3] D3h 20.534 6.668 13.346 12.699
8 C48: 2[6:(5,7)3] D3d 22.238 4.932 19.563 11.572
9 C84: 4[6:(5,6)3] Td 11.795 6.234 8.213 6.334

10 C96: 4[6:(5,7)3] Th 13.869 4.78 12.59 5.348
11 C60: 4[6:(5,6)3] Ih 13.512 6.593 8.890 8.257
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does not destabilize the molecule excessively. The geometric crite-
rion of aromaticity HOMA allows classification of C60 as a low aro-
matic molecule, a result already known [39–43]. The HOMA
calculations were performed by a routine implemented in our
JSCHEM software package [44].

For corazene/isocoronene [6:(5,7)3], Fowler et al. [35] have
recently predicted, in the ipsocentric [32] description, a single,
unopposed, intense diatropic perimeter current arising from its
four p-HOMO electrons; they qualified isocoronene as super-aro-
matic, by the magnetic criterion. By the energetic criterion, the
coronene is, however, more aromatic and more stable.

2.2. PM3 data

Calculations at the PM3 level of theory have been performed for
the above 11 structures, the results being listed in Table 2. The
most stable structures are those showing the lowest HF/GAP ratio
(entries 9–11).

2.3. DFT calculations

In the DFT calculations, we have used the GAUSSIAN 03 package
[45] for performance of all-electron geometrical structure optimi-
zation and subsequent IR-spectrum calculations for the fullerene
cages under consideration.

Both the basis sets 6-31g and 6-31g(d) proved to yield reliable
and comparable results with reasonable computation costs. How-
ever, use of the polarized basis set 6-31g(d) turns out to be too
time-consuming for the IR-spectrum calculations so that it was
not used in our calculations.

Table 3 shows the electronic structures provided by our DFT cal-
culations. Simulated IR spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The most in-
tense IR-active vibrational modes of the fullerenes under study
are presented in Fig. 6.
Table 3
DFT electronic structure results based on the PBE–PBE functional and the 6-31g basis
set.

# Structure Total energy/atom
(a.u.)

Sym. HOMO
(a.u.)

HOMO–
LUMO
GAP (a.u.)

1 C40: 2[5:65] �38.051 D5d �0.195 0.037
2 C42: 2[6:(5,6)3] �38.052 D3 �0.195 0.033
3 C48: 2[6:66] �38.048 D6d �0.190 0.028
4 C56:

2[4:(7(5c))4]
�38.049 D4 �0.161 0.024

5 C56: 2[8:(5,6)4] �38.049 D4 �0.176 0.017
9 C84: 4[6:(5,6)3] �38.062 Td �0.199 0.060

10 C96: 4[6:(5,7)3] �38.060 Th �0.1694 0.0012
3. Discussion

Several operations on maps enabled us to design some classical
and non-classical fullerenes. A collection of such fullerenes was de-
Fig. 5. IR spectra of the fullerenes in Table 2 yielded by DFT calculations with the
PBE–PBE functional/6-31g basis set.



Fig. 6. Most intense IR-active vibrational modes of the fullerenes in Table 2.
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signed and optimized at the PM3 level of theory; their aromaticity
was evaluated, on these geometries, by the aid of the HOMA index
[39–43]. However, the PM3 method is rather poor and belongs to
history. Calculations at the more actual DFT methods are imposed.
In order to adopt an appropriate exchange-correlation function, we
compared the results obtained for the C60 fullerene with the widely
used B3LYP function [46,47] and with the more recent function,
PBE–PBE [48].

The PBE–PBE functional reproduces well the experimental
HOMO–LUMO gap of C60 (1.6–1.85 eV.), giving 1.770 eV (1.668 eV)
with the 6-31g (6-31g(d)) basis set, while the B3LYP function per-
forms rather poorly, yielding 2.762 eV. Consequently, we have em-
ployed the PBE–PBE/6-31g combination in the production
calculations.

As can be seen, the HOMO–LUMO gap decreases from C40 to C56

and interestingly, the gap for C84 is significantly larger than the rest
of the investigated cages.

Among the simulated IR spectra, shown in Fig. 5, for comparison
purposes, the spectrum of C60 was included in the top and bottom
panels. Except for C56 (D4), the structure of each spectrum is rela-
tively simple, reflecting the high degree of symmetry of the cages.
The spectra for C40, C48, and C84, are remarkably simple and share



Table 4
Data of aromaticity: HOMA index in the whole molecule and selected flowers fws.

# Structure Sym. HOMA HOMA fws (entry)

1 C40: 2[5:65]; 10R[5] D5d �0.174 0.136
2 C42: 2[6:(5,6)3]; 3R[6]; 6R[5] D3 �0.043 �0.016
3 C48: 2[6:66]; 12R[5] D6d �0.633 �0.193
4 C56: 2[4:(7(5c))4]; 4R[6]; 8R[5] D4 �0.078 0.001
5 C56: 2[8:(5,6)4]; 4R[6]; 8R[5] D4 �0.310 �0.348
6 C64: 2[4:(7(5d))4]; 4R[6]; 4R[5] D4d �0.564 �0.611
7 C42: 2[6:(5,6)3]; 6R[6]; 3R[4] D3h �0.028 0.005
8 C48: 2[6:(5,7)3]; 12R[5] D3d �0.076 0.177

9 C84: 4[6:(5,6)3]; 4[6:(0,6)3] 0.286 0.318
4[6:66]; 4[6:(0,5)3] Td – 0.360

10 C96: 4[6:(5,7)3]; 4[6:(0,5)3]; 6R[6] Th 0.287 0.335
11 C60: 4[6:(5,6)3]; 4R[6] Ih 0.261 0.260

12 [6] Coronene, [6:66]; (see entries 3, 9) D6h 0.715 �0.193 (3)
0.360 (9)

13 [6]Sumanene, [6:(5,6)3]; (see entries 2, 7, 9, 11) D3h �0.071 �0.016 (2)
0.005 (7)
0.318 (9)
0.260 (11)

14 [6]Corazene/isocoronene, [6:(5,7)3]; (see entries 8, 10) D3h 0.594 0.177 (8)
0.335 (10)
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the common feature of membership in point groups characterized
by dihedral reflections (D5d, D6d, and Td, respectively).

Almost all the molecules studied show one of their most intense
peaks in the range 600–700 cm�1. (C42: 646.895, C56, D4: 671.119,
C40: 675.204, C48: 670.017 cm�1). These vibrations mainly arise
from out-of-plane atomic motions and the atoms involved are lo-
cated on the boundary of the flowers in question (Fig. 6). In the
case of C84, the low-frequency dominant normal mode is shifted
towards even lower frequencies (513.2 cm�1) due to the greater
mass in the neighborhood of the flowers.

Other significant vibrations are located in the range 1250–
1430 cm�1. These types of vibrations characterize the atoms of
flowers, and arise mainly from in-plane atomic motions. Fig. 6
shows the displacement patterns of the most intense IR-active
modes.

The HOMO orbital is localized particularly on sumanenic faces,
whereas the LUMO orbital is more delocalized. This could suggest a
possible Jahn–Teller [49] modification or distortion of the struc-
ture. This structure has a semiconducting character if we consider
the value of the HOMO–LUMO gap (3.159 eV); because both
boundary orbitals are located in the negative domain of eigen-
values, the structure is a pseudo-closed cage and an electron
acceptor.

In evaluation of the aromaticity (and stability) of the discussed
fullerenes, some data, external to the fullerene cages were needed.
Thus we calculated the HOMA index of the most frequently three
flowers: coronene, sumanene and corasene, as hydrocarbon mole-
cules; data are included in the bottom of Table 4. The correspond-
ing last columns collect the values for these flowers within the
discussed fullerenes.

Noticeable is the variation in aromaticity of one and the same
flower function of the molecular context, when the strain plays
an important destabilizing role and consequently will lower the
HOMA values: (i) for Coronene (entry 12, Table 4), the value in
the more relaxed #9 approaches that in the free hydrocarbon;
(ii) for Sumanene (entry 13, Table 4), the maximum value is
reached in #9 C84, as expected for a disjoint flower Sumanene tes-
sellation; (iii) for Corazene/iso-Coronene flower (entry 14, Table 4),
the maximum value of HOMA is obtained for the cage #10, which
shows the lowest strain (among the studied fullerenes) and a rela-
tively low ratio HF/GAP (entry 10, the last two columns, Table 2).
These data could encourage the chemist in finding routes for such,
yet hypothetical, non-classical fullerenes.
4. Conclusions

Fullerenes tessellated by joint and disjoint circulenes/flowers,
were shown to be relatively stable molecular structures and it is
hoped that they can be obtained from currently available bowl-
shaped precursors. The theoretical coverings were developed by
sequential map operations, as implemented in our software pro-
gram, CageVersatile.

Various quantum calculations and the HOMA index of aromatic-
ity were used to evaluate the stability of the novel designed
fullerenes.

DFT calculations using the basis set 6-31g and exchange-corre-
lation functional PBE–PBE yield HOMO–LUMO gaps decreasing
from C40 to C56, the gap for C84 being however significantly larger
than for the rest of the investigated cages. The structures of the cal-
culated IR spectra are relatively simple, reflecting the high degree
of symmetry of the cages considered. Almost all of the molecules
studied have one of their most intense vibrations in the range
600–700 cm�1, and this arises from out-of-plane atomic motions
on the boundaries of the featured flowers. The other major IR-ac-
tive vibrations located in the range 1250–1430 cm�1 arise mainly
from in-plane atomic motions. The HOMO orbitals are localized
particularly on flower faces and the more delocalized LUMO orbi-
tals suggest possible Jahn–Teller distortions of the structures.

The variation in aromaticity of one and the same flower, func-
tion of the molecular context, can be explained by considering
the strain of cages as an important destabilizing factor, which leads
to lower HOMA values in comparison to those shown by these
flowers calculated as hydrocarbon molecules.
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